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l'OUR 

BUtilNESS 

Or anization of individuals 

Into a team 

Is the first step 

In a safcty program. 

After that 

It's each person 

Performin~ his dtitie~ 

In 1he safest manner 

For hiniself 

Aud the other inembers 

Of the team. 

YOU are a member 

Of a team. 

Do vour share 

And we'll have a safer, 

More efficient team. 
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EDI1'ORIAL 

We are at a critical stage in our accident prograrn . 1~Tuch of our 
equipment has been in use for several years and we are that many 
years away from our basic training in its operation . Introduction of 
new equipment could have an adverse effect on our accident rate unless 
adequate steps are taken to ensure that we are trained to handle it . 
To offset complacency with respect to old equipment, and to ensure 
safe handling of new equipment, a greater emphasis must be placed 
on supervision. 

Supervision at all levels, the man on the hangar floor, the scrvicing 
supervisor, the (lying supervisor, unit and station conunanders, com~ 
mand staffs and headquarters staf(s, everyone who has a directing 
responsibility connected in any way with the safe and ellicient opcration 
of our aircraft rnust make an extra effort . 

A study of last year"s accidents and incidents reveals that urost oi 
them could have bcen avoided . It poinis out the need for a new 
emphasis on supervision . It also suggesls that a more ethcient system 
of overcoming deficiencies in equipment and facilities, and that an 
exammation of arrcrew standard~ with a vicw to increased proficiency 
are needed . 

Supervisors, experience has shown that your personal attention 
is indispensable, that an increased effort is es~ential, to reduce the 
unnecessary loss of personnel and equipment brought about hy aireraft 
accidents. 

J . J . JOftD .~1N, GROUP (::1PTAIN 
IIIKI~;GTORATE OI' FLIGIIT S :~FETY 



r~ .~~i~c ~ rrtt ~~li~: 

To date rn re R335 ~:n ine rem va s a e o U g o 1 h v 
br~en caused by rnishandling than by actual 
materiel failurc: . 

The established opcrating and maintenance 
procedures are contain~:d in thc: EOs and are, 
of course, to be adhered to . This articlc~ is 
compiled from notes on the operation of the 
R3350 over a period of years . They apply to 
R3350s in general but you may find a few things 
which do not apply to your particular model, 

Engine Starting 

1 , Hydraulic locking still accounts for a 
fewR3350failures, Onstarter engagement the 
propeller should be watchc~d carefully through 
two complete revolutions for any hc:sitation or 
stoppage which might be caused by a piston 
operating in a cylinder partially full of liquid . 

L . 'rurn on the ignition prior to operating 
the primer switch . If the primer is operated 
before the ignition is turned on the engine should 
be cranked through two revolutions with primer 
and ignition off, T}iis will prevent hydraulic 
lock but liquid gasoline may still be present in 
the power recovery turbines . This fuel will 
be ignited when the first cylinders fire and ~~~ill 
result in flame or torching from ihe turbine 
exhausts which may continue for a short period 
even if the engine is allowed to die , This condi-
tion is visually alarming but not dangerous as 
long as the flame source is confined within the 
turbine exhaust, If a COL extinguisher is used 
to extinguish the flames the turbines should be 
inspected prior to restarting the engine as the 
thermal shock when the CU,~, hits the hot turbine 
can seriously crack or warp the turbine blades , 

R3350 
3 . Engine conditions should be considered 

before priming to determine the amount of 
prirne nccessary, which for a good cltan start 
depends on two factors ; the ternperature of th~~ 
air entering the cylinders and the arnount of 
throttle opening , The dcgree of throttle opening, 
together with the fuel added by priming deter-
rninc~s the fuel/air ratio of the rnixturc cntering 
the cylinders , There are nurnerous throttle 
settings and degrees of priming which will 
produce the corrc~ct mixture for combustion and 
a srnooth start, Too rich mixtures will fire 
erratically while too lean rnixtures will cause 
back-firing , If the engine should back-fire the 
alternate air door or carburetor hcat control 
should be cycled and checked for full range : 
of travel . (It should always be in the full cold 
or direct ram air position for starting . ) Back-
firing during starting can bc elirninated by 
crackingthe throttle only slightly at the begin-
ning of the start and then, after the engine has 
started to fire, slowly opening the throttl~~ until 
reaching the required throttl~~ opening for the 
arnount of prime being used . 

Do not advance the rnixture control out of 
idle cut otf until tht engine is running smoothly 
on prime at the proper rpm for the particular 
installation (800-1 L00 rpm) . If the c~ngine will 
not obtain this speed onprime alone something 
is wrong w~ith the engine and it should be shut 
dowm and inspected , 

Engine Run-up 

Insofar as possible, make all engine checks 
with the aircraft facing into th~ ~t~ind, This is 
of greatest importance when trouble-shooting . 

Not only does this aid in cooling the engine but 
effects of tail and crosswinds may produce 
completely erroneous results for comparative 
power checks, magneto checks, and idlc-
mixture checks . A higher rpm for a given power 
setting may be expected when headed into the 
wind and vice versa . 

Ground cooling of the engine iscritical, The 
heat maybe sufficientto destroy ignitionleads, 
seals, etc ., eventhoughcylinderheadtcmpera-
tures remain within limits , In this regard, 
engines with propcllers stuck in revers~: pitch 
or with cow~l flaps stuck in the closed position 
should be shut down immediately . 

Power checks are conducted to d~~termine 
whether or not the engine is dev~loping the re-
quired amount of power, Malfunctions which 
should be disclosed by these checks include 
dead cylinders, improper mixture, obstructions 
in the induction system, improper ignition or 
valve timing, seized bearings, etc . 

The power output of a reciprocating enkine 
o eratin onthe round i~ indicated in two ways P g g 
-by rpm and by BMEP (or torque pressure~ . 
Manifold pressure is not necessarily an indic-
ation of pow~er output but only of the pressure of 
t}~e mixt.ure entering the cylinders, RPM is an 
indicationofpowerorrtputonly when the propel-
ler control is in fu11 INCREASE }ll'M position, 
andthe propellE:r is againstthe lo« pitch stop5, 
The propeller will rcmain against these stop :; 
until takeoff rpm is reached, If the propeller 
control is moved toward the DECREASE RPM 
position untilthe propeller moves out of the low 
pitch stops and is governor controlled, all true 
power orrtput. indications are lost, If engine 
hower output drops slightly, the propeellcr would 

" 

then merely shift to a lower pitch and the rpm 
would remain constant, For this same reason, 
propeller rpm is of no value in determining 
power output in flight . 

Power checks are conducted at manifold 
pressures corresponding to field barometric 
pressure . Under no-wind conditions, the rpm 
obtained with the manifold pressure set at field 
barometric pressurc: should always be the same 
if th~~ engine is operating properly . (This ref-
crenc~ rpm canbe found byusing EO 10A-1-1N) . 
A dead cylinder would show up as a redu~tion 
of approximately 100 rpm, Unfortunately, in 
sorne R3350 installations, the use of field baro-
metric pressure invariablyplaces the propeller 
in the 1q50-L400 rpm restricted range, Details 
of the power check for these installations are 
found in AOIs , 

The full power check is usually delayed until 
the beginning of the takeoff . The reason for 
this has to do with ker:ping high-power ground 
time to a minimum and because engines that 
chtck out properly on the power check will 
develo takeoff ower-most of the time, Oc-P P 
casionally, spark plugs which operate well on 
the power check will begin to break do~m under 
the higher cylinder pressures produced at 
takeoff power, This is indicated in aircraft 
having torquemeters by a definite dropping off 
of RMEP at the beginning of or during the take-
off roll , 

Troubleshooting Engines From The Cockpit 

13ack-firing or coughing of the engine in the 
650-1400 rprn range may be caused by an idle 
mixture which is too lean, This condition is 

Most en~ine removals are the result of mishandling 



also evidenced by a tendency for the engine to 
cut-out or back-fire when the throttle is ad-
vanced rapidly . Sparkplug fouling, or a tendency 
for the engine to die with accompanying black 
smoke from the exhausts, is indicative of an 
idle mixture which is too rich . When confronted 
with any of the above cases, conduct an idle-
miYture check as outlined below, 

Idte Mixture Check 

There has been much comment and argument, 
as to the best position for the mixture control 
during taxiing and ground operation, In this 
low rpm range, carburetor metering is inde-
pendent of mixture lever position except when 
approaching cut-off, The only real danger in 
m anually leaning during ground operation lies in 
forgetting to return the mixture to RICH before 
engine run-up or takeoff, An enginewhich 
satisfactorily passes the following check should 
not require manual leaning to prevent spark 
plug fouling , 

1 , Idle the engine at 650-750 rpm in RICH 
and lock the throttle , 

. Flick the primer switch momentarily 
and note any change in rpm . A momentary 
increase in rpm indicates that the mixture is 
too lean . If the mixture is either correct or 
too rich, a momentary decrease in rpm wi11 
occur when the primer is energized . 

3 , To establish whether or not the mixture 
is too rich, move the mixture control slowly 
but positively into the cut-off position, If the 
engine continues to fire for approximately one 
second without any rise in rpm, or if the rise 
in rpm does not exceed 10, the mixture is not 
too rich . 

Cold Weather Effects 

Numerous flights have been aborted and 
many engines over-boosted in the past due to 
a lack of understanding on the part of pilots 
concerning the effects of cold weather upon the 
engine and propeller installation, The following 
information ispresented in an effortto prevent 
a recurrence of this misunderstanding , 

In tcmperatur~s above 60 ° F the R3350 engine 
can be expected to turn Z850-2900 rpm at full 
power (without water injection) with the aircraft 
standing sti11 . As temperatures decrease below 
this value, the air becomes denser and the 
engine can't crankthe propeller as fast, RPM 
at full dry power with no movement of the air-
craft may drop as low as 2700 . On the other 
hand, cold w~eather improves the volumetric 
efficiency of the engines, and power output may 
easily exceed the lirnit value of BMEP . Thus, in 
cold weather and without water injection, the 
pilot must realize that he cannot expect to get 
1900 rpm atthe beginning of the takeoff roll and 
that to exceed the AOI limits of BMEP or mani-
fold pressure is over-boosting the engine and 
may lead to detonation . 

It has become apparent that carburetors 
installed on the R3350 engines vary considerably 
intheirmeteringcharacteristics, Inparticular, 
it has been shown thatthe NORMAL position of 
the mixture control does not often provide the 
7 to 1 z% degree of leanness from "best power" 
which is desired for cruise, "Best power" has 
been found to vary anywhere from NORMAL 
to RICH and even outside those positions in 
extreme cases, During the winter months, 
many engines run 1 to l°jo lean in the NORMAL 
position, 5ince running closer to "best power" 
than 7% lean is undE:sirable due to the high 
temperatures produced and the increased possi-
bility of detonation, resort has been made to 
manual leaning whenever possible (torquemeter 
required) . Furthermore, comparison of en-
gines in flight with respect to manifold pres-
sure, BMEP, and fuel flow has no significance 
unless all engines are operating with the same 
fuel/air ratio,i . e ,, both leaned the same per-
centage from "best power", 

Manual leaning should never be used above 
maximum cruise power , It is also obvious that 
it cannot conveniently be utilized in the cruise 
power range when rapid power or altitude 
changes occur, such as in formation flying, 
In these cases, resort must be rnade to NORMAL 
or RICH mixture regardless of the actual meter-
ing characteristics , 

The actual manualleaning procedure is given 
in AOIs , If, during the leaning process, no 
"best power" position is noted check to see if 
"best power" requires more fuel than the car-
buretor is supplying in the RICH position by 
returning the mixture control to the RICH 
position andflicking the primer switch moment-
arily, If the BMEP drops off, the carburetor 
is within limits and the leaning procedure may 
be continued, using RIC1I as "best power", 
If the BMEP rises at all, "best power" is richer 
than the RICH position and no ready reference 
point is available for manual leaning , In this 
case, the carburetor is not metf~ring within 
limits and should be changed . 

Torquemeter Fluctuations 

Torquemeter fluctuation, otherwise known 
as the "Nervous Needle", has becn one of the 
most perplexing phenomena associated with the 
R3350 engine , Although often difficult or im-
possible to isolate the cause, it may stem from 
one or all of the following items ; 

1 , Torquemeter system-Air in the lines 
or improper dampening of the system by the 
snubber may result in erratic BMEP indica-
tions , However, this type of discrepancy usually 
occurs throughoutthe entire BMEP range, and 
enrichening the mixture has no effect upon it, 
It can be usually corrected by bleeding the line 
of air and/or replacing the snubber assembly, 

2 . Ignition-Some cases of BMEP fluctua-
tion have been traced to components in the 
ignition system, such as a faultydistributor or 

. 

spark plugs , Enrichening the mixture generally 
helps to smooth out fluctuations of this nature 
since a rich miKture may ignite and burn more 
easily than a lcan mixture , Where ignition is 
suspected, the use of the engine analyzer will 
generally shorten the trouble-shooting period, 

3 . Valving-Improper timing or cleaxance 
of the valves may cause BMEP fluctuations 
which will smooth out `vith mixture enrichment . 
The only remcdy is a complete valvc check . 

Torquemeter fluctuations are permissible 
as long as they are of a non-periodic nature and 
do not exceed ± 3 psi, Although enrichening the 
mixture will usually smooth out thc~ fluctuations, 
do not operate closc:r to "best power" than 7°jo 
lean if at all possible, Should the power fluc-
tuations be of sufficient magnitude to cause 
noticeable fluctuations of rpm, RICH mixture 
position can be used until a landing is effected , 

No attempt will be made to influence pilots 
to baby their engines when confronted with 
certain emergency and operational require-
ments , Where no military necessity is involved, 
conservative operation will prolong engine life 
and increase reliability . 

The following statement was made about the 
R18Z0 engine . However, it couldn't be more 
applicable to the R3350-"Treat your engine(s) 
bette r than you would your rich uncle , Abusing 
a well-off relative might leave you broke, but 
probably will not age you or interfere with 
longevity ." 

(This article, based on the article "C'mon 
Baby" published in the USN Approach, was 
prepared and edited at AMCHQ .-ED) 
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F/L P . H . Russell F/0 W. D. Osborme 

", , ,TOWER, . . .TOWER-MAYDAY, MAY-
DAY, MAYDAY - JET Z46 - ANOXIA, ANOXIA 

Upon hearing this distress call F/0 W,D, 
Osborne, the Flying Control Officer on duty in 
MacDonald tower, instantly alerte.d the area 
fixer network andpreparedto render all avail-
able assistance . When itwas apparentthat the 
distress call had not been picked up by the air-
craft's home station F/OOsbornetookcontrol . 
He instructed the student pilot to switch to one 
hundred per cent oxygen, to commence imme-
diate descent to a lower level and to confirm 
that he had pulled his bailout bottle, He then 
used th~ tower VHF homing equipment to vector 
thc aircraft to MacDonald, a distance of over 
100 miles , It was evident from the pilot's 
hesitant speech, his laboured breathing and 
slowness in responding to instructions that he 
was in very poor condition . F/0 Osborne was 
aware of the seriousness of the pilot's condition 
and attempted to force him to concentrate, and 
to other~a~ise encourage him, by asking the pilot 
to carrv out various checks of the aircraft 

cockpit, the weather, terrain, etc, 
During the time consumed for the homing, 

h'/LP,H, Russell, a MacDonald flying instructor 
airborne in the area, intercepted and formed up 
on the aircraft in distress . When the aircraft 
were positioned over MacDonald aerodrome 
F /OOsborne turned controlover to F/LRussell, 
This instructor set the student up in a forced 
landingpattern andthen issued explicit descent 
instructions to a badly confused and sickpilot, 
A safe landing was carried out on the jet runway 
despite consistent attempts by the student to 
line up on the parallel taxi strip, 

Investigation revealed that a loose fitting 
oxygen mask, combined with a faulty exhalation 
valve, had resulted in the pilot suffering irom 
the effects of hypoxia and subsequent hyper-
ventilation , The prornpt and decisive action 
taken by F/0 Osborne and F/L Russell, their 
teamworkand thorough knowledge of the proce-
dures ta be used in this in-flight~ emergency, 
prevented what would have resulted in a major 
accident, A truly professional performance 
by all concerned, 

F~ R . Sl~ipley 
FS R . Shipley was flying as crewman on an 

IJxpeditor when, due to frozen slush, the bolt 
that connects the tailwheel retraction operating 
cable from the main wheel mechanism to the 
tailw~heel assembly sheared when a down selec-
tion was made , 

The aircraft was climbed to a safe altitude 
and FS Shipley crawled back to see if the tail-
wheel could be freed . He d~cided that it could 
and that he could make a temporary repair with 
a stc~el bolt that he carried in his tool kit, 

This work had to be done in very cramped 
quarters without interfering with the control 
cables . Several times the cold forced FS Shipley 
back into the cabin to get warm . When the bolt 
was installed and the ice clearc:d away a partial 
dowm selection was made by hand to insure 
that the tailwheel would lower without causing 
damage to the undercarriage mechanism be-
causethe steelbolt wouldnot shear if something 
went evrong . The tailwheel lowered normally 
and a successful landing was made, 

FS Shipley's thorough knowledge of the 
Expeditor's undercarriage system enabled him 
to make this in-flight repair and save the air-
craft from c:xtensive damage on landing, Good 
Show FS Shipley , 

I . :1(' H . D . Jamieson 
LAC H ,D , Jamieson, Aero Engine Techni-

cian, was carrying out a primary Inspcction on 
a T-33 at Portage la Prairie , He noticed a 

small buckle inthe fuselage skin inthe port aft 
area , Because of this he carried out a thorough 
inspection inside the fuselage and found that the 
rear fuselage, part No, 30-34010-6, showed 
signs of heatdiscolouration and buckling and that 
stringer rear fuselage, part No .178169-107L, 
was cracked . 

The aft section was removed for closer 
examination, and a split 3-1 /Z inches long and 
Z-1 /Z inches wide was found in the exhaust, 
The engine was then removed to determine the 
cause ofthe split . 'This resulted inthe discov-
ery of an incorrc~ctly installed burner in No .S 
flarne tube , Burners and flame tubes had been 
changed 7 ;~5 hours previously . Therc~hadbeen 
no evidence of overheating given by warning 
lights orjetpipetemperature, The incorrectly 
positioned burner had caused a concentration 
of flame in one area of the exhaust unit, resulting 
in the split , 

T'his professional approach, this insistence 
on learning the cause of a difficulty and fixing 
it, is the mark of a good mechanic and tht~ 
strength of aviation . 

F/0 1~ . :~ . Crouch 
F l0 R ,A , Crouch of 1 (F) Wing tells of his 

experience in a T-33 . 
"Cruising at 35, 000 feet with 93 per cent, 

the engine icing light came on and almost im-
mediately the rpm commenced dropping slowly, 
The alcohol dc-icing button was pressed and 
kept pressed for several minutes, The light 
remained on except for one flicker, The rpm 
continued todrop slowly and surged very slowly 
5 to 10 per cent, I estimated mydistance from 
land was 60 to 70 miles . I climbed to 38,000 
and selected fuel switches to gang loaded and 
in bypass . 'I'he rpm continued to drop very 
slowly and by now was 65 to 70 per cent . When 
bypass was selected the engine flamed out . I 
attempted to contact someone on 117 , 9 and 
1Z1 .5 without results . I set up the aircraft in 
gliding configuration and squawked emerg~~ncy . 
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At 20, 000 the fuel was returned to fuselage 
flow, and emergency fuel selected, A relight 
was obtained but the engine gave only 60 to 65 
per cent rpm . The radio compass indicated that 
I was over Alghero and I notified Decimomannu 
tower (radio contact I~ad been made at 18, f100) 
of my intention to land at Alghero . 

I selected bypass and normal again without 
an increase in rpm . During a circling descent 
fuel fumes became very strong in the cockpit . 
As I had 340 gallons on board I elected to jettison 
the tip tanks to reduce weight and possibility 
of fire , Once intent on landing I no longer 
bothered with the engine but left it running to 
maintain hydraulics . At approximately 5000 
feet I noticed the rpm was 27 to 30 per cent . 
The first attempt at undercarriage down pro- 

duced an indication of right mainwhc:el unsafe , 
Recycling was effective 

I dived off my altitude and crossedthe button 
at 140 knots , (The landing was made 10 to 15 
knots do«mwind because there was not tirne to 
take a better position,) Although the canopy 
was severely frosted I could still see a little 
out of the front side panels, but was prepared 
to eject the canopy if I ran short of runway or 
had brake failure . I touched down approximately 
1 /4 to 1 /2 down the runway, flamed out the 
engine, turned off all switches, and managed to 
stop very close to the far end ." 

The cause of this incident was assessed 
"Ubscure" , F/U Crouch's good airmanship 
and knowledge of his aircraft rates a Good Show 
on our books , 

RADAR ADVISORY 
by W C S . D . Turner 

RCAF Station Lac St Denis 

"Air Force 232, this is Crystal ." 
I did not know who Crystal was but I answered 

"Crystal, this is Air Force 232 ." 
"Air Force 232, you have a CI3 buildup in 

your 12 o'clockto 1 o'clock position, alterport 
45 degrees and I will stcer you around them ." 

I turned port 45 degrees and the.n followed 
Crystal's instructions for about 30 minutes . 
There was some turbulence butnothing like the 
middle of a thunderstorm . Crystal's final in-
struction was to call Eskirno . I did and Eskimo 
steered right to my destination . . . 

This aircraft had an unf~ventful flight from 
Dagotville to Trenton thanks to Crystal and 
Eskirno who, without being rrquested to do so, 
had steered it around a dangerous storm cell . 

Crystal and Eskimo are two stations in the 
radar net that covers most of Canada, The 
primary function of this net is air def~nce , It 
has a secondary function, to provide navigational 
assistance, i . e , , radar advisory and flight 
following . The radar advisory service includes ; 
track and ground speed checks, position (Georef 
unless other~~~ise requested), vector to ncarcst 
aerodrome or other designated point, and posi-
tion of heavy cloud . 1~'light following consists 
of continuous radar advisory service to military 
aircraft engaged in specific air operations and 

to any aircraft in distress . 
Ilow can a pilot make use of this service'? 

B ~ callin "Radar Advisor " Canadian radar y k Y ( 
units) on 12l , 2 mcs or "Star-Gazer" USAF ( 
radar units) on 133 . L mcs and, when your call 
is answered, requestingadvisoryservice using 
the call sign given by the radar unit . Radar 
advisory should be requested at the highest 
practical altitudc rE:lative to your flight plan . 
It hc:lps the radar to find and follow you . T rack-
ing distances are increased by IFF, so if you 
have it use it , Normally, if you are being given 
radar advisorythe radar will actually be giving 
flight following , 

With all this it would seem that a pilot's 
troubles are over, but it's not quite so simple, 
In the first place the pilot is not absolved from 
adhering to every regulation applicable to thc~ 
particularflight, e .g,, flight plan, clearances, 
position rt~ports, etc . In the second place, if 
radar advisory is requested and the answer is 
"Unable" it means that the radar net has air 
defence commitments and that you are on your 
own . If you have not lanned it that wa vou p Y~ , 
are going to find the sky a very lonesome place 
indi~ed . Radar units will do their utmost to 
assist you but, in the final analysis, any flight 
you captain is strictly your own show, 

ma~nirnan~i 
RECORDS 

Mainte a e e n nc r cords, relatively simple in 
the beginning, have been required to develop 
as the aircraft developed . Changes to RCAF 
record forms have been made both because the 
more complex equipment required more com-
plete records and because with the increase in 
recording simpler mcahods were required to 
maintain efficiency, However, the prime pur-
pose of all our past record form s and our present 
Aircraft Maintenance Record Set (L14) is to 
record the serviceability state oftheaircraft, 

The problem is, all the past experience, 
all the thought and work that went into producing 
our present L14 doesn't make it a successful 
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document for recording serviceability state , 
Its success depends on the people who fill in 
the spaces , 

Enter It 

Thc : first part of the problem is to get people 
to write in the spaces , Crews descendmg from 
the blue are not usually forgetful of outright 
unserviceabilities . By the time the captam 
reaches the L14 rack he's still sufficiently 
annoyed with the brute's performance to write 
it up, Minor defects, the gauge that fluctuates, 
thc cockpit light that won't hold position, or the 
minute fluid leak are somewhatdifferent . These 
things tend to fade in significance with each 
step from the aircraft, puttmg it m thE L14 
won't guarantee it'll be fixed, but it will raise 
the odds , And what is more rr~iserabl-r than 
the nextday finding you have the same aircraft 
with the same annoying defects ? 

Then, there are the strange things which 
happened at 35, 000 and, which caused you to 
mentally vacate the cockpit, but which, once 
you recovered showed no further indication of 
trouble , These phenornena tend to be forgotten 
once the wheels are rolling on the concrete, 
yet~ are often recalled in the vicinity of a bar, 
especially if a Maintenance Officer is present . 
Conscientious Maintenance Officers have been 
knownto take notes, but invariably inthe morn- 
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The staff officer inthe Accident Investi ation g 
Branch reached into his over-laden basket for 
another file . The file contained a D6 on another 
fatal accident, He regarded the bulky D6 with 
its manypagc~s of evidence with some misgiving 
and settled back in his chair to peruse the 
contents . 

As usualthere were anumber of errors and 
circumstances that collectively contributed to 
this accident . As he neared the end of the pro-
ceedings it becarne evident that there was one 
key factor that caused all the other events that 
finally terminated inthis unfortunate accident, 
This key fac;tor normally would not bc~ thought 
of as the cause of a fatal accid~nt-it had an 
innocent cornplexion, but here, in this U6, it 
emerg~~d as the murderer , His name? Coring! 
Yes, thE~re it was, oil cooler coring . 

The incrc:~dulous AIB inspector jotted down 
the facts in the form of an accidentresume for 
his superiors to read . It read like this ; "'The 
investigation revealed that, since they were 
introduced into the service, these helicopters 
have had a history of engine oil cooler coring, 
The cooling system is completely automatic 
and apparently extrernely efficient in maintain-
ing the~ specified engine temperatures . How-
ever, like many automatic devices it has limita-
tions, and most likely, this system was not 
designed with the rugged Canadian climate in 
mind . Consequently, the cooler is subject to 
coring under extreme~ temperature conditions . 
Once coring starts, a corresponding oil tem-
pcrature rise follows which causes the shutters 
to open and thc~ coring condition is aggravated, 
If the oil temperaturr risf~ excet:ds the maximum 
permissible the pilot has no alternative but to 
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land and idle or shutdown . Ifthe outside tem-
perature is well below freezing the coring will 
remain and excessive oil temperature will 
reappear as soon as the engine is opened up 
again to high power . 

"According to the evidence, this helicopter 
crew experienced this condition on previous 
flights and made forced landings, remaining on 
the ground long enough for the oil to cool off , 
On the night of this fatal accident the same 
routine was necessary . Normally, forced land-
ings in a helicopter would not be too serious, 
but on this fatal flight it was the key cause factor 
which triggered off the other events that resulted 
in the crash . For example, the extra landings 
and take-offs enroute increased the fuel con-
sumption well beyond the rate fhght-planned for ; 
they increased the time enroute to such an extent 
that the aircraft was placed in the path of a 
severe snow storm that otherwise would have 
been missed entirely ; and the increased time 
enroute also caused pilot fatigue with its ac-
companying effects of impairment of judgement 
and increased susceptibility to spatial dis-
orientation, etc , Thus, it can be seen that an 
apparently innocentthing like coring can cause 
an accident, 

"However," muttered the frustrated AIB 
inspector, "the really sad part of this whole 
thing is the shattering realization that no one 
did anything about this coring problem-the 
records show no UCRs on the problem of 
controlling engine oil temperature in cold 
weather . And E:ven worse, there wasn't one 
word written in the L14 about this unservice-
ability, The aircrew and technical personnel 
operating these helicopters lived with this en-
tirely unsatisfactory condition and did nothing 
about it . This is a sad fact , The deficiency was 
never recorded! Nothing was done about it! 
The result a fatal crash . 

"Some pilots and technical people grumble 
about deficiencies in their aircraft and that is 
as far as they go , But grumbling will not relieve 
the situation, If you want your aircraft or 
associated facilitics improved you have got to 
put it on paper-L14s and UCRs are conveniently 
provided for this purpose , Two sentences in a 
UCR are not enough-you've got to put up a 
well supported case that will sell . You've got to 
convince the person in headquartt:rs that a modi-
fication or change isnecessary, You've got to 
provide him with the arguments, otherwise he 
can not justify the cost, L14s too are notor-
iously bad-pilots particularly are loathe to use 
more than one or two lines in an L14, Some 
unserviceabilities require a comprehensive 
description before they can be understood and 
dealt with properly by the maintenance staff . 

"These thoughts are old chestnuts, the need 
for people who maintain and fly aircraft to 
identify problem areas quickly, the necessity 
to put things onpaper, their tendency to adjust 
to and accept unsatisfactory conditions or equip-
ment until, as in this case, pc:ople are killed" . 

HOT WEATHER 
TAKEOFFS 

The Naval Air tation at S Memphis, Ten-
nes see, has p 1 a c e d into effect an instruction 
which sets forth special r e q u i r e m e n t s for 
clearance o f jet aircraft during periods of hot 
weather, Whenever th e runway temperature 
exceeds 80 ° F, the pilot is required to enter the 
calculated takeoff d i s t a n c e in t h e remarks 
s e c t i o n of D D Form 175 . When the runway 
temperature exceeds 95° F, the duty forecaster 
strongly stresses exiating runway temperature 
during the pilots' w e a t h e r briefing and calls 
attention to temperature at destination when 
destination is in a hot weather area and/or 
field elevation e x c e ed s 2000 feet . When the 
calculated length of a takeoff run indicates doubt 
as towhether asuccessfultakeoff canbe made, 
the clearance is referred tothe NAS Operations 
officc;r . USN: Ap roach P 

If, on a standard day (+I5 ° C at sea level), it 
requires 3550 feet of ground roll to clear a 
50-foot obstacle in a particular a i r c r a f t and 
configuration, i t will take approximately 4970 
feet to do the same thing (at sea level) on a day 
when the temperature is +35 ° C , 

If, on a standard day (+15 ° C at sea level), it 
requires 3550 feet of g r o und roll t o clear a 
50-foot obstacle in a particular a i r c r a f t and 
configuration, it will take a run of approximately 
5400 feet (at the sametemperature) if the field 
height above sea level is 5000 feet,-E,D 
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That thc~ pressure altimeter reach~:s 
approxirnately true altitudr~ if the cur-
rent setting is maintaincd . IT DOI~:S 
NOT! 
That true rrltitude may b~ cornputed in 
flight by correcting altitude for free air 
tec~~peratur~~ . I'T CANNOT nIJ llONE! 

3 . That high pressure alwa~~s means a 
high airplane , IT L)OES NOT! 

1 . All of us are famili~rr with accidents 
th~7t occurred when the aircraft just failed to 
clear the terrain by a few fe~~t . Was the pilot 
off altitude or didn't he havr the proper alti-
meter setting'? 

? . WHY NO'I' ASSUME T}~AT Tl1IS TYPE 
OF~ AGCII)IJNT COULD OCCUR IF YOU ARIJ 
A'I' THL PROPIJR INDIGATED ALTITUDF 
AND DO Hr1VE: A CURRENT ALTI141ETER 
S~:TTING? 

3 . Most pilots confidently eYpect that the 
curr~:nt altirneter s~tting will compcnsate for 
irrc~gularities in atmosphcric pr~:sure, Quite 
oft~~n this is not true , In fact, in some weather 
situations, tht~ correct current altirr~ete r sctting 
will actually aggravate errors in true altitud~~ 
abovc sea level . 

Thf~ pressure altim~~ter is good only for 
landing (at ~t-hich point possibl~~ atmospheric 
errors diminish to z~ :ro)and flight-level aircraft 
sf~paration . I'1' WILL NOT 1'N:LL~ YUU IIOW 
IIIGH YOU ARE! 

pr~~ssure altimeter indications (except-
ing instrurn~nt errors) depend solely upon tw~o 
variables, (1) the pressure which the instru-
ment is measuring and (l) the mechanicaldis-
E~l,rcement of th~~ indicator needlts--altimeter 
settings . Dis r~°garding instrument error, it is 
easy to anticipate the effects of the other 
variahles . By asking for three specific itt~ms of 
information during a normal pre-flight weather 
bri~~fink, you can at once determine if you will 
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~LTI111ETER EKROR 
OI' 

DON'T I"UU BELIEVE IT ! ! 

be higher or lo~,~r~r than indicated altitude and by 
what arnount, 

b . For e~ai~~plu ask th~~ duty forecaster : 
Q , Art .~ the pressures near rny intended 

flight level (1 U, 000 feet indicated) 
above orbelownormal, and by how 
many fe et ? 

A , Pressures today at that altitude are 

Q . 

A, 

about 4LU feet below normal . You 
will t}lerefore be 4l0 feet lower 
than you indicate , 
Wh~rt are the altlrllr:ter settin s g 
through this area? 
Altirneter settings are about 30 .60 
inche5 . Because a high setting 
increases the altirneter scale indi-
cations, youwill lower your aircraft 
to maintain indicated altitud~~, you 
"~ill be low by : 

30 .60 inchra currcnt setting 
-~9 .9~ inches standard setting 
-~ x T, ~~0 = 680 fec~t 

Q , What will the total di3ference be ? 
A . .1dd the two effect~ : 

pressure low -410 feet 
Altimcter setting high -680 ft:et 

-1, OT 0 
You will ~cctu~lly be I , I i)0 fe~a below 
mdrcated altitude . 

7 . This r~xamplt~ is an actu~il situation and 
neith~:r unusual nor outstanding, hrrors of 
this typ~ may easily r~:ach plus or minus ~, 000 
feet, If you art~ one of those~ pilots who fe~~l 
perfectly safe becaus~ y'ou are maintaining thr 
current altimeter sk~ttings, youhad better think 
agam . 

8 . HIG1{ altirzi~~ter settingplus LOW Prf~s-
sure at fli~ht l~~v~~l is dangcrous ." 

USN Aviation Safety Cente~ 

,_'NEAR 
MISS 

BEWARE OF THE OVERSHOOT 

While flying VFR in the circuit I was given 
number fourto land. Just before the turn onto 
base leg I decided the circuit was getting too 
large and told the tower I ~~as going around 
again . While I was on base leg I flrw over num-
ber two who was about five hundrcd ft~~a bt~lo~~ 
me on final. When he disappeared under my 
nose I was not concerned because I considered 
Ihad adequate vertical separation. I turned up 
wind and flc:w~ to thr end of the runway very 
slightly to the right of it, When beyond the end 
I a ain turned cross ~ti'ind, At this oint the g p 
tower called to ask if I had seen the aircraft 
w'hich had passed quite close to me, I had not . 
Anothe.r aircraft then called to say that I had 
passed about Z5 fect abovc: him, 

It turned out that the aircraft which I had 
assumcd was landing was doing a practice GCA 
low approach and overshoot, and shortly aftcr 
he disappeared from rny sight he pulltd up and 
climbed straight ahead to circuit h~ight . I3e-
cause the visibility from the cockpits of both 
aircraft is restricted up and down, neither of us 
could see the other, A collision was missc~d 
entirely by chance, The tower had called the 
othcr ~~ircraft severaltirnes whilehe was over- 

shooting but he did not r~ply . I assume he was 
still on GCA frequCncy . 

It is plain that the fault w~as chiefly' mine, 
because I fle~~ over the run~ti'ay w~hen I should 
have been well to the right, 

F54's Comment 

As the pilot admits, he has only hicnself to 
blame, because he did not pull over to thf' right 
and keep the runway in sight. AftE:r all, any 
aircraft may overshoot ; not only those on pract-
ice GCAs , 

These close calls (fortunately seldom as 
close as this) are a particular hazard when GCAs 
are practiced in VFR conditions, There are a 
numb~r of reasons for this : the aircraft on GCA 
is not on towerfrequency ; only one pilot inthat 
aircraft is looking out ; the aircraft does not 
follou~ thE~ normal traffic pattern ; and, quad-
radar is of little help in providing s~:paration . 
Bothpilots and controllers mustbe particularly 
alert in these circumstances , 

(The FSOis right, GCA's "blind spot" covE~rs 
much of the area outside circuit patte rn and 
final approach, There is reallyno substitutt for 
sticking to regulations .-l~a) 
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I LEARNED ABI 
~on~ Tu 

The T-33 had been modified in an attempt 
to prevent loss of hydraulic pressure after or 
during negative "g" manoeuvres . The project 
pilot had reported complete success , As OC 
of the section which designed the modification 
and as a current T-33 pilot, I was most anxious 
to check its performance , Thc: project pilot 
requested that other pilots besides himself 
flythE~ aircraftsothatindividual pilottechnique 
would be elirninated as a factor . I was assigned 
the aircraft for a one hour trip . 

Check of the aircraft on ground was normal 
exceptthat groundcrew wc~re still tying the seat 
pack in the back seat w~hen I completed my check 
of the back seat area . Clirnb was to 6000 feet 
and a series of pushovers (60 degree nose up 
pushover to 60 degree nose down) were carried 
out, while dive brakes were used to attempt to 
induce hydraulic pressure loss . The systcm 
worked perfectly and about 15 minutes was spent 
flying around at normal cruise powers to check 
that the hydraulic fluid would not become too 
cold under normal flying conditions, i .e ., 
straight and level cruise . 

A pushover was carried out and immediately 
the controls, both elevator and aileron "locked" . 
Slight movement was possible but required con-
siderable force . The canopy jettison handle 
was noticed to be out of the detent, however 
this seerlled unimportant under the circum-
stances . .1ltitude was gained and the area 
around the control column checked for odd 
material whichmightbc~ causing the difficulty . 

I6 

Finally I assumed thatthe seat pack must have 
slipped and in some odd manner was holding 
the controls neutral . Eskimo control were 
asked to track the aircraft . 

A pushover was carried out, and after some 
further control movement, reasonable control 
was regained, There was some difficulty of 
movement in the right and forward direction . 
A typical approach was carried out at 15, 000 
fc~et and control was adequate, After alerting 
the tower, I carried out a normal landing . 
Taxiing in, I forgot about the canopy handle 
being out of the detNnt, and unlatched the canopy . 
The canopy blew . 

What would you have done'~ 
The pilot makes sevcral points . First, his 

ground check was not complete as he did not 
check the rear seat pack . Second, for tests 
involving negative "g" the rear seat pack should 
be removed, Third, although poor briefing 
is indicated he realizes that testing a jet at 
6000 feet is very dangerous business . Another 
point, whydo additional pushovers once a con-
trol problem has developed? Still another 
lesson was learned when he read POIs for the 
T-33, Part l, para 78 , (Have you read it 
recently?) And finally, we think, the most 
comrnendable thing the pilot did was to relate 
this hairy tale so that everyone concerned will 
know how not to test a T-33, 

A NEAR MI5S CMM WHICH COULD HAVE 
SERIOUS CONSEQUENCES CMM OCCUKRIJD 
WHEN GCA UPERATOR LOST CONTACT 
WITH THE AIRCRAFT DUE TO INTERFER-
ENCE ON HI5 SCOPE PD THE INTERFER-
hNCE WAS CAUSED BY UNSERVICEABLE 
AIRCRAFT RADAR PD AIRCREW ARE AD-
VISED TO SWITCH SET TO STANDI3Y OR 
OFF IF T'HIS TYPE UF INTERFERENCI=: IS 
KNOWN OR SUSPECTED PD 'THIS HEAD-
QUART ERS SIGNAL AOZ7 616 FEB INSTRUCTS 
ALL GCA OPERATORS TO NOTIFY TI-iE PILOT 
IMMLllIATELY RADAR CONTACT IS LOS`I' 
OR EXGESSIVE CLUTTER EXISTS 

I am an Expeditor seven years old ; have had 
normal care and only one taxiing accident (dam-
aged rudder) and once I had a fire in my brake 
relay that did very little damage . My problem 
is why, after all these years, when I went on 
a we~ek-end with a couple of thc~ boys I was 
treated in a mostdisgraccful fashion-even left 
out in the snow all night . My diary tells the 
story : . . . . 

"Landed m Maritimes Fnday evenmg, 
Forecast lowfor night - 10° F. The boys asked 
that I be fuelled up and put in the hangar and 
gave an ETD of 0900, Everybody left and never 
saw a soul until next morning-Saturday-sat 
out all night . 

Saturday a, m. -boys arrived and raised cain 
because I had been neglc~cted . The servicing 
men said, 'We don't know anything ; we just 
came on shift', Finally got fuelled but my mix-
ture controls and port manifold hc~at control 
werc frozNn, Two hours in hangar and I thawed 
out, It seemed odd that, with several hangars 
around, it took an hour to find a place for me, 
At the time I thought the place was not very 
w~ell organized . 

Saturday p,m.-enjoyedfive hour flight with 
thc: boys, In the evening they asked that I be 
refuelled and put in the hangar . This time I 
was put in thc hangar but not given any fuel . 

Sunday a.m .-was awakened by the tele-
phone ; boys phoning to say they would be right 
down and for me tobe towed out, It was 3/4 of 
an hour before I was towed out, Given some 
fuel, The boys raisc:d cain again and again the 
men said, ' We don't know anything ; we just came 
on shift' .'' 

Why should this happen to me Abby ? Is it 
because Maritime servicing flights do not like 
Upper Canada girls'? Or were the men telling 
the truth when they said ' We don't know any-
thing' ? 

Confused 

Dtar Confused : You have no cause to worry 
your record is too good . Take comfort from 
the fact that "the boys" have taken the proper 
steps to educate the offenders . 

SEQUEL TO DEAR ABBY 
Onthe return portion of a wec:k-end training 

flight to thc east coast, just after passing Mon-
treal range station, it was noted that the star-
board engine oil pressure had fallen to 55 psi . 
Oil ternperature was 6U ° C with oil shutters fully 
closed at an outside air temperature of -20 ° to 
-Z5 ° C . In a short while the pressure~ dropped to 
50 psi. The starboard oil shutter was partially 
opened so that the temperature was reduced to 
50° C . 'I'his caused the oil pressure to rise to 
55 psi where it fluctuated very slowly between 
50 to 55 psi. IFR flight plan was cancelled and it 
was decided to proceed VFR direct to Ottawa 
which by this tirne was just as close as Montrcal. 
Thepressure slowly decreased untilduring thc 
straight in approach to runway Z5 at Uplands 
the pressure read 40 psi. As the aircraft was 
taxied on to the ramp the pressure fluctuated 
between 35 to 4U psi. 

A check of the oil quantity revealed that both 
tanks were very low and on replenishing the 
starboard tank 5 1 /Z gallons were required while 
4 gallons were put in the port tank . 

The aircraft had been refuelled at U830 EST 8 
Feb, just before departure . The fuel state was 
entered in the Ll ~T by the pilot and was signed 
by the man who did the refuelling . When the 
pilot requested thatthe oil contents be checked 
the same man did a visual check of the tanks 
and stated verbally that neither tank required 

oil . A dip stick was not used. Both the ilot 
a p nd the co-pilot thought it was unusual that no 
oil should be required after a roximatel pP Y 1U :30 hours flying time since last refuellin , 

g The man s statement was acce ted and no P further check was made . Additionall ~ the y~ oil state was not entered on the L14T and this 
was not noticed by the captain . 

The oil filters were dropped on return to 
'I'renton but no abnormal condition was revealed . 

The lesson is obvious : When acce tin P g servicing at a strange aerodrome make doubl ~ y sure of every detail . After this crew's ex er-P 
ience, as related in 'Dear Abb ', the should Y Y have checked everything personally-~and espec-
ially things that they thought wert~ "unusual" . 

LET'S THINK ABOU1' US 
A great deal has been written about how to 

live with the other fellow, how to work with him, 
how to supervise him, how to teach him> We 
have beentoldatlengthto respecthis opinions, 
to give hirY~ credit for what he knows and what he 
does, We can buy that, it is all good, but with 
so much talk about the other fellow it is just 
possible we haven't thought enough about our-
selves, 

We may, for example, have come to depend 
uponthc: other fellow~ to take care of us, to look 
after our interests, Perhaps we let the Safety 
Committee find and report the unsafe condition 
inthe shop, insteadof cither fixing it or report-
ing it ourselves, Maybe we expect the other 
fellow, be he the server in the coffee shop or 
the flight sergeant on the hangar floor, to give 
with the special favors . Lots of people do, 

There are plenty of way~ to be dependent, 
We can free load and let the rest of the crew 
do the dirty and the hot and the cold jobs, We 
can stay home on election day, Letting some 
one else look after us is casy, but it . can be-
come a stultifying and stupifying habit, And 
crying because he hasn't looked after us better, 
blaming him for all t .lrat is wrong inthe world, 
is even lE~ss practicai, 

Thinkmg correct.ly about ourselves is more 
funand much more productrve . It rs not selfish, 
It does not mean we forget or neglect any one, 
or dump the team concept, It doe s rn ean that 
we recognize our own capacities and capabilities 
and our endowment of mechanical skill and in-
genuity . We think, rather than dream, about 
what we are, what. we can do or build or achieve, 
Thus we claim, and so experience, the joys of 
fine craftsmanship, thc pridc of responsibility, 
the dignity of honest labor, 

FSF : Mechanics Bulletin 
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~nlythirt sixhoursto o! T}7eCOconsiders . Y g 
lii~ chance5 of winning the AOC's trophy away 
from G~C Huckleberry who had won it for the 
pa5t two year~ . Tl~is trophy is awarded to the 
stat.ion havin~ the lowest accident rate in the 
Com_1~and, From the start of the current com-
petition the CO had watched hi s flyin~ and g round 
personnel respond ma nificently, Not only had g 
the accident rate for the station been reduced 
buta new low rate for the whole Command would 
be established if no accidents occurred during 
the next thirty six hours, 

Even as the CO mused, the stage was being 
set for an accident, A CF100 aborted anintended 
exercise dueto a flame-out onthe button, llur-
riedly inserting the seat pins the crew left the 
aircraft. and }~eaded for the hangar aboard the 
flying control van, Towed back to the line, the 
aircraft received no further attention until 
shortly after midnight when the DI was started . 
Started becau5e the technieian had scarcely 
climbed into the cockpit when the seat fired 
because the safety pins had not been inserted 
properly. 

By daybreakthe MO had patched up the frac- 

_ . . . . 
21I F-ir 

EXPLOSIVE 
SITUATIONS 

Directorate of Armament Engineering 

ture~ of the technician and prepared him for 
helicopter transfer to hospital . The photo-
graphic evidence for the Board of Inquiry was 
talcen and the CO who, inwardly edgy by now, 
was preparing to catch what sleep he could 
before }~reakfast . 

Dawn arrived with the promise of perfect 
weather, At 0530 Red section hadbeen scram-
bled to 3Z, 000 feet. for a VIP on a bogey, By 
053? Red two, uncertain whether the aircraft 
he flew was "loaded" or "armed", had set up 
the correct sequence of switches, pushed the 
button, and jettisoned his rocket pods, When 
he saw the pods land in a field well clear of 
human habitations he was relieved . No one 
would be hurt provided the armourers found and 
disposed of the rockets before anyone tampered 
with them, 

ThentheSabresquadrongotintothe picture, 
once at 2Z, 000 feet over the air firing range, 
and once at the firin butts, The air accid n g et 
involved the penetration of the tow Sabre's tail 
section by one 50 calibre round fired at too 
small an angle off from a range greater than the 
limiting opening range, The other accident 

occurred when two junior pilots approached 
the aircraft during firing in harmonization 
rocedures on the 1000 foot ran e, Their a -p g p 

proach direction and timing w~ere perfect, The 
:VT ;:,O in charge had completed }~is pre-firing 
scrutiny and, seeing that all his c;rew were in 
position, pressed the button to fire out all 5ix 
guns just as the pilots, approaching from the 
rear, reached the leading edge of the wing, One 
quarter of an hour later the pilots were auto-
matically grounded whenthe MO confirmed that 
their eardrums were dama ed, g 

At this point the CO was notified of the two 
latest mishaps and, withmany misgivings over 
his dwindling chances for the trop}Yy, cancelled 
outhis skeet shootin exercise and immediatel g Y 
proceeded tothe hospital to check on the latest 
injuries, He was thus unaware of the accident 
which occurred when skeet shooting resumed, 
As accidents goit wa5 relatively minor but the 
potential for a fatality was certainly present, 
It happened like this, Firing was suspended 
when the CO was called away, The operator in 
the high hut, overcome by curiosity for the un-
scheduled delay leaned forward over his txap 
apparatus to peer outthe c~xit port just as firing 
recommenced, The shooter firedvery late at a 
bird launched from the 1ow hut, Pellets rico-
cheted off the high hut and several entered the 
exit port and 5truck the operator in the face, 
Fortunately hi~ 5afety glasses saved his eyes 
but. considerable probing with forceps was 
nE:cessary, 

\ 

This should have put "Finis" to the series 
of accidents, but it didn't . During the 1700 
Club festivities, a carefully hoarded thunder-
flash was retrieved from its hiding place and 
thrown into the doorway of the crowded bar, 
No one really got }iurt although ringing ears 
and s}rattered nerves were prevalent for some 
time afterward in spite of soothing liquids, 
Probably the redecoratina bill for one wall of 
the bar, scorched and smoke blackened from 
the detonating thunderflash, together with the 
necessity to volunteer for extra00 duties will 
convince our hero to think before he throws 
another thunderflash into a building, 

No one RCAF station has ever had the mis-
fortune to endure such a series of accidents in 
so short a time, It is, how~ever, accidents like 
these that ruin an accident record . All these 
accidents with explosives and armament have 
happened in the RCAF in very recent year5, 
Norre of us must ever forget that ejection equip-
m, nt is designed to eject canopies or personnel 
when they are airborne, and that ammunition 
and explosives are designed to ki11, No one, 
aircrew or groundcrew~, technical or non-tech-
nical, canrelaxfora~ingleinstant because that 
moment's relaxation may putthe unwary into a 
state of permanent repose . 

.~~~ a»C~~~u~y . h5 ~~n5 ime is too stiit to "wnip~~ 
over the nipple it must have been pushed over 
whenthe oleo was being serviced, Whenthe oleo 
extended the flexible line was stretched and 
flattenE~d where it passed around the lower 
swivel of the scissor assembly, This "pinched 
off" the line and caused the brake failure . 

The oleo was serviced at night, The serv-
icing crew worked by the light of the hangar 
flood-lights and flash-lights, The pilot did his 
preflight inspection with a flash-light and spec-
ifically checked for a possible hydraulic leak, 

The ob~ervation was made that the accident 
would not have occurred or the damage would 
have beenless severe if ; the servicing work had 
been thoroughly inspected; the pilot had detected 
the misplaced brake line during his preflight 
examination ; or the snow adjacent to the run-
way had either been removed or rolled . 
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irom ~,~~ nucxienerry wuu uau wuu 1~ lv~ ~uc 
past two years, This trophy is awarded to the 
station having the lowest accident rate in the 
Com:~~and, From the 5tart ofthe current com-
petition the CO had watched his flying and ground 
personnel respond magnificently . Not only had 
the accident rate for the. station been reduced 
but a new low rate for the whole Command would 
be established if no accidents occurred during 
the next thirty six hours, 

Even as the CO mused, the stage was being 
set fo r an accident, A CF 100 aborted an intended 
c:xercise dueto a flame-out onthe button . Hur-
riedly inserting the seat pins the crew left the 
aircraft and headed for the hangar aboard the 
flying control van . Towed back to the line, the 
aircraft received no further attention until 
shortly after midnight whenthe DI was started, 
Started because the technician had scarcely 
climbed into the cockpit when the seat fired 

Elbow Room 

Immediately after take-off in a T-33 from 
RCAF stationM3cDonaldthe undercarriage was 
selected up, butthemain gear indicated an un-
safe condition, The power was reduced to keep 
the airspeed within limits, 

With the reduced airspeed, the port main 
gear locked up andatthe same time the controls 
stiffened and the aircraft started a roll to the 
right. A quick check revealed that hydraulic 
pressure had fallentozero . The controls were 
deboostedandtheaircraftbroughtunder control 
using the trirn, The emergency hydraulic sys-
tem was used to lower the undercarriage, and 
after burning off excess fuel, a landing was 
made without incident, 

An investigation was carried out and it was 
found that the up line of the starboard under-
carriage was broken at the elbow (Part AN833-
4D, EO 05-50C-4, page 69Z) which joins the 
line to the undercarriage jack . 

Before the broken elbow was removedthe two 
broken pieces were rnatched to determine the 

The line was broken at this elbow 

off-set of the line to the centre line of the jack, 
The line was off-set 7 degrees . 

A new elbow was installed with off-set at 7 
degrees, With the outer door removed for bet-
ter visibility the undercarriage was raised 
slowly by hand, Just before the undercarriage 
reached the full up position the ground safety 
switch came in contact with the metal end of 
the hydraulic line, This is believed to be the 
cause of the failure, 

A new elbow wasthen off-set at 40' and un-
dercarriage raised by hand, At this setting the 
safety switch cleared the hydraulic line by ap-
proximately 1~2 inch, 

The log books were checked and the last work 
doneonthiscomnonentwasatNWI whenthe air-
craft underwent ,CAIR, At this time the 'ack was J 
removed and the locking sleeve,as described 
in Canadair SB T -33-209, was installed, This 
was done 18 Apr 58, It appears that the elbow 
was misalig_ned atthat tim? and due to the ability 
of this line to flex the failure did not occur 
immediately, 

This investigation was thorough . The theme 
of the technical inve stigation is to find the cause 
andthe fix . When personnel are conducting all 
investigations into accidents and incidents with 
this attitude the RCAF will derive the maximum 
benefit from its accident investigation act-
ivitie s, 

Professional Approach Required 

While flying on a cross country in a T-33, 
the pilot noticed that the hydra~ilic system pres-
sure was 500 psi, The pressure was noted to 
build up slowly andthenfall off, When the sys-
tem was usedthe pressure felloff rapidly . 'I'he 
pilot assumed complete hydraulic failure and 
deboosted, A gradual descent was made with 
the speed brakes up, On the downwind leg, the 
hydraulic pressure read 1000 psi so a normal 
gear down selection was made, The pressure 
dropped to zero and the undercart would not 
lock down, The emergency system lowered and 
lockedthe wheels down. A long approach tothe 
field was carried out and the aircraft landed 
successfully, A stop was made on the runway 
without the use of brakes, 

A technical investigation revealed the hy-
draulic accum ulator bladder 27Q j 402986 was 
leaking air past the metal plug 411471 and 
special washer 406813-1 on top of the bladder, 
The nut secciring these together was tight . The 
result was loss of air in the accumulator and no 
reserve pressureinthemainhydraulic system, 

Further investigation revealedthatthis air-
craft had been put unserviceable 14 times before 
this incident for hydraulic malfunction, 10 
cases for low accumulator pressure, 1 case 
where it was flat, and 3 cases for a schraeder 
valve replacement, 

These 14 cases add up to just one thing, an 
unserviceable hydraulic accumulator, that 
should have been checked properly in the first 

place, It seems ironic that it takes a situation 
where the skill of a pilot averts a major accident 
to getthings fixed properly . Any recurring un-
serviceability certainly proves that any fix that 
was tried obviously was not the fix required, 
In such cases oodtrouble shootin is necessar g g Y 
to identify the primary cause and get the proper 
fix, In this way and this way only can we prevent 
accidents, 

T-33 Brake Failure 

Onaflightfrom Saskatoonto Nova Scotia the 
pilot of a T -331anded at an RCAF base in Ontario 
to refuel . Duringthis stop the schraeder valve 
on the port oleo was changed . Takeoff was 
normal, Before landing athis final destination 
the pilot checked the brake pressure, It was 
normal, During the landing roll complete port 
brakc: failure was experienced after three or 
four applications, Once rudder control was lost 
the aircraft gradually swung to starboard and 
ran into two feet of heavy snow at the side of the 
runway, The nosewheel and port undercarriage 
collapsed. 

Investigationrevealed thattheflexible brake 
line onthe port undercarriage was caught behind 
the grease nipple onthe lower swivelof the scis-
sor assembly. As this line is too stiff to "whip" 
over the nipple it must have been pushed over 
when the oleo was being serviced, When the oleo 
extended the flexible line was stretched and 
flattened where it passed around the lower 
swivel of the scissor assembly. This "pinched 
off" the line and caused the brake failure . 

The oleo was serviced at night. The serv-
icing crew worked by the light of the hangar 
flood-lights and flash-lights . The pilot did his 
preflight inspection with a flash-light and spec-
ifically checked for a possible hydraulic leak . 

The observation was made that the accident 
would not have occurred or the damage would 
have been less severe if : the servicing work had 
beenthoroughlyinspected ; thepilothaddetected 
the misplaced brake line during his preflight 
examination ; or the snow adjacent to the run-
way had either been removed or rolled . 
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Parking Problems 

A CF 100 had landed and was taxiing down 
the tarmac between two lines of parked aircraft. 
The marshaller was about 200 yards down the 
line and was indicating inwhich line to park the 
aircraft, The captainof the aircraftwas moving 
slowly dor,vnthe line as the distance between the 
two lines of aircraft was limited, He estimated 
t.hathehad sufficient clearance onthe port side 
so he was watching the starboard w:ng tip close-
ly, He judge thatthe pod would clear t.he tail of 
an aircraft. The pod came into contact with the 
tail cone of the parked CF100, 

The distance between the tail of the front line 
aircraft and the nose of the rear line aircraft 
measured 75 feet., The wing span of a CF100 
iy 60 feet 10 inches, so 14 fcet of clearance was 
available, 

So there yo~r have it, one marshaller only was 
on duty due to a shortage of manpower, it was 
a very dark niaht, t.he taxiway was too narrow, 
and the pilot elected totaxi in, At this unit the: 
hazard was recognized and an Operational 
I-Iarard Report was submitted, followed by an 
A for P, All aircrew were briefed concerning 
the hazardous taxiin r conditions and were in-6 
formed that if they were in doubt they were to 
either call for wing walkers or, if tl~e extra 
crew were not available, to s}tut down and have 
t.he aircraft towed into position, 

The assessment was pilot error, and it~s 
pretty hard to argue the case, but what action 
has been taken on the A for P? And why wa5 one 
marshaller only on duty? A shortage of per-
sonnel-we canrt be that short., 

Do Not Feed The Animals 

A CF100 was being prc:hared for temporary 
storage, The canopy cover was not removed, 
just rolled back over the fuselage leaving a ten 
foot length of bungee cord with a metal hook 
at the end lying along the wing root adjacent 
to the fusela e, The engines were started and, g 
during the run-up, the bungee cord vibrated 
forward and was drawn int.o the engine, 

The airman res onsible was reliable, qual-P 
ified and properly authorized to run-up the 
C F 100, Still he gamblE:d the extra work involved 
inhandlin the cover ro erlyagainst a $65, 000 g p p 
engine-and lost . 
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Tltis type of accident-the result of cutting 
corners-has become one of our most reliable 
sources of copy for "Arrivals and Departures", 
But ~urely we soon should realize that a jet 
engine is just likethe proverbial goat-ingests 
everything within reach, If there was a safe 
short cut w~e~d be the fir5t to recommend it, 

Speed, Raln And Barrler 

A CF 100 was landed too fast under heavy 
rain conditions, Although these circumstances 
calledfor severe braking action, braking action 
was slight . The aircraft went into the over shoot 
area and was stopped by the barrier, The under-
carriage doors were badly bent, nosewheel 
pick-up door was ripped, and t.he brakes were 
filled with stones . No one was injured, 

(Nice to have you home . But was it really 
necessary to come charging over the threshold 
like that? ---ED) 

Landed Ten Feet Too High 

An Otter was approaching for a landing . 
Conditions were perfect ; unlimited ceiling, 
visibility 15 plus, tert~perature 22°C, wind 
nil, weight 7861 pounds, an experienced pilot 
to make the landing, The last hundred feet of 
the approach was made at 55 knots with full 
fla s . The roundout was made about ten feet P 
too high and, anticipating that the aircraft would 
float, thepilotcutthepower, The aircraft stal-
led and struck the ground 60 feet short of the 
strip, nosed over momentarily when it struck 
sorne concrete slabs which were used as bound-
ary markers, then rolled to a stop about 1400 
feet down the strip, 

The Utter~s right undercarriage was badly 
damaged, cockpit and cabirt floor dan~aged, 
f ront fuel tank ruptured, and propeller bent . 
It will have to be returned to the contractor 
for repair, 

Why should an accident like this happen? 
The approach was good enough. The round-
out was not serious, that is until the power was 
cut, Lack of attention must be the answer, 
One other point should be considered ; the other 
pilot noticed the low airspeed condition but, in 
deference to the pilot~s greater experience, 
he did not mention it, 

To Slow O~ Not To Slow 

A C47 was being towed across the taxistrip 
to the flight line, The tow was across wind, and 
the wind speed was 35 mph with gusts to 45 mph, 
The tow crew consisted of a Cpl and four men, 
While crossingapatchof ice on the tarmac, the 
tail of the aircraft swung to starboard, The 
swing was arrested abruptly as the tail tire 
came in contact with the dry pavement, Since 
the tow bar wati in place, the tailwheel was un-
able to castor so the tailwheel assembly broke 
off allowing the rear fuselage to drop to the 
pavement causing considerable damage . 

i 
Crossed up by a crosswind and some ice 

A D8 and a crosswind played at tug-of-war for a C41 

Investigation revealed thatwhenthe aircraft 
reached the icy patch of tarmac the driver of the 
DS slowed down, allowing the aircraft to jack-
knife in the high wind, Had he maintained a 
steady pull on the aircraft over the icy section, 
in all probability this accident would not have 
happened. 

While it is natural for an inexperienced 
driver to slow down on an icy surface, it is 
deadly when there is a high crosswind and you 
are attached to a 12 ton trailer, 

The unit called this a pure accident ; we call 
it just poor towing technique, In this case the 
driver was an authorized operator, but he was 
not properly instructed as to how to tow an air-
craft in conditions that we ltave described, The 
result, one badly damaged aircraft, 

letters to rnd hom the Edltor 

Candid Shot Of A Crewroom 

, , 

a" ' 

hi 

alr~ ~~~!' ' 
Ererything was dropped when they rushod off to read the new issue 
of Flight Comment. We sincerely hope the next issue does not in-
clude an item about a parachute that failed. 

Compressor Stall 

. .,After studying LAC Griffith5r lettc:r, my 
only cornment is-it is interesting, but hardly 
critical, You probably appreciate more than 
most people that, in a brief article on an in-
volved subject such as this, it is impossible to 
give more than general coverage, It is sel- 
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dom possible togointo the detail that is some-
times desired, without running the risk of mis-
leadingthe readers into thinking that only those 
specific situations are possible . In general, 
LAC Griffiths writes about limited, specific 
sit~aations which I covered, with many others, 
in a general manner . 

The following are some specific comments 
regarding his letter, 

(a~ Paragraph 2 first sentence-This con-
dition probably occurs more frequently 
than his experience would lead him to 
believe, 

(b~ Paragraph 2-It would be a mistake to 
expect a BANG everytime, 

(c~ Paragraph 5-The first action to be 
takeninthe event of a compressor stall 
is always to close the throttle, What 
the pilotdoes after that depends entirely 
oncircumstances, Thepilotmayormay 
not be prepared to dive the aircraft, and 
diving the aircraft may or may not pro-
duce the desired results quickly enough . 
The pilot still has to watch JPT and 
rpm and govern himself accordingly, 

(b~ Last two paragraphs-My article was 
intended to help prevent serious damage 
in the operationof jet engines, not as a 
guide to maintenance personnel in car-
rying out repairs, I quite agree that 
incorrect diagnosis of troubles has often 
resultedinimproper corrective action, 
but I believe that pertinent EOs have 
quite a bit more to say about trottble-
shooting, 

I trust this answer will be satisfactory, As 
I said before, it is difficult to consider this 
letter critical because LAC Griffiths merely 
goes into details which space limitations pre-
vented me from going into . His comments on 
the situations he brings up are not exhaustive 
either, and he concludes his letter with com-
ments which have no bearing on my article . No 
doubthisclosing commentstouch ona very im-
portant problem, but I suggest that they do not 
apply here, and would be better amplified as a 
complete article on fault diagnosis . 

Why dontt you get two experts to write on 
the problem ? One pilot to write on fault observ-
ation and diagnosis, and a maintenance man on 
dia nosis interpretation and repair . � g 

E,D, Harper S~L 
RCAF Staff College 

(Here are the troubles of an author who, due 
to space restrictions, has been forced to treat 
atechnical subjectingeneral terms, However, 
if his treatment prompts people to think, he has 
done much to improve our operational effi-
ciency . LAC Griffiths put a lot of thought into 
his letter, and thinking men are what we could 
use more of. 

S~L Harper~s suggestion for two experts to 
write on the problems is a good one . Do we 
have any takers? -ED~ 
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